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WORFIELD TIMES

2,500 BC - 50 AD

THE BRONZE AGE AND THE IRON AGE

More people came from the east with new skills. They rode horses, created metal which looked
like gold, could weave cloth and they made some odd shaped pottery from which they got their
name - Beaker people. The metal was called bronze and was even more useful for making tools
than the flint wewere using.Worfield's population grew rapidly and treeswere felled to create land
for agriculture. There were some tensions but generally the Beaker people got onwell with us, the
Celts. We worked together and made good use of our new skills as you can see.

CELTIC AND PROUD

We, the Cornovii, are a farming people,
breeding and trading cattle. We also
control the South Cheshire salt trade, a
reliable source of wealth. Our trade has
meant the construction of a road network
and a series of hillforts have become a
feature of our tribe. Those on the Wrekin
and the Titterstone Clee are two of our
hillforts and in Worfield we have found
another excellent site.
At Chesterton there is an an area over
twenty acres in extent and suited to
defence as the land slopes away steeply
on three sides. The northern side which is
flatter will be our main entrance and from
this fort therewill be roads, oneofwhichwill
lead to our capital city, Viroconium.
Pride in our appearance is well known.
Cornovii womenhave long, thick plaits and
are experts in weaving and dyeing. We
lovebright coloursandourbronzeandgold
jewellery reflects this. We use cosmetic
pestles and mortar to grind material to
apply to our faces.

COSMETIC MORTAR 300 BC-200 AD
HESH-ED9F96. Both this and the
mortar were found by Frank Taylor.
Often called woad grinders they were
used to make cosmetics.

COSMETIC MORTAR
100 BC-200 AD HESH-ED9F96

Bronze Ring 1,000 BC-100 AD
(use unknown)
HESH-4B9AC5
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BARBED AND TANG FLINT ARROWHEAD 2,300-1,500BC
HESH-14F1AO Found by Frank Taylor this is from the early Beaker period
and was probably made from Riverine or glacial flint.

An artist's impression of The Walls by Ron Summers


